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We explore the relationship between astrophysical gamma-ray signals and LHC signatures for a class of
phenomenologically successful secluded dark matter models, motivated by recent evidence for a
�130 GeV gamma-ray line. We consider in detail scenarios in which interactions between the dark sector
and the standard model are mediated by a vev-less scalar field /, transforming as an N-plet (N > 3) under
SU(2)L. Since some of the component fields of / carry large electric charges, loop induced dark matter
annihilation to cc and cZ can be enhanced without the need for non-perturbatively large couplings,
and without overproduction of continuum gamma-rays from other final states. We discuss prospects
for other experimental tests, including dark matter–nucleon scattering and production of / at the LHC,
where future searches for anomalous charged tracks may be sensitive. The first LHC hints could come
from the Higgs sector, where loop corrections involving / lead to significantly modified h ?cc and
h?cZ branching ratios.
� 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
by/3.0/).
1. Introduction and motivation

Recent analyses of Fermi-LAT data have revealed a line-like fea-
ture in the cosmic gamma ray energy spectrum from the Galactic
Center at an energy �130 GeV [1–4]. Additional hints for a
130 GeV photon line were seen in galaxy clusters [5] and unassoci-
ated Fermi-LAT sources [6] (see, however, [7–9]). At present, it is
not clear whether these features are due to an instrumental effect
or due to physics beyond the standard model (SM). Validation tests
done in the original Refs. [1–3], as well as additional checks using
the public data performed in Refs. [10–14], have so far not identi-
fied an obvious problem with the data, but an official analysis by
the Fermi-LAT collaboration will certainly shed further light on
the issue.

In this paper we assume that the signal is evidence for dark
matter (DM) particles v annihilating into two photons, vv?cc,
or a photon and a Z boson, vv?Zc. In the former case, the DM
would need to have a mass Mv �130 GeV and an annihilation cross
section hrðvv! ccÞtreli1:3� 10�27 cm3=s [2], whereas if the signal
is due to the annihilation process vv?Zc, one obtains
Mv�144 GeV and hrtreli3:1� 10�27 cm3=s [10]. The fact that we
see a photon signal requires that DM couples to a state / that is
charged under the electroweak gauge group. Annihilation can then
proceed through / loops. The required annihilation cross section
rv rel is roughly an order of magnitude smaller than what is
required for a thermal relic, but still large for a loop suppressed
process. It is, for instance, much bigger than what is expected from
a singly charged particle /+ running in the loop, unless the cou-
pling of /+ to DM is large, close to the perturbativity limit [15].
Additionally, if the charged particles /+ in the loop are lighter than
mv, the DM can annihilate into them at tree level. These annihila-
tions would contribute significantly to the continuum photon
emission from the galactic center due to final state radiation and
decays of secondary pions. The resulting annihilation cross
sections are typically excluded by strong bounds on the continuum
photon emission from the galactic center [16–20].

Many models have been proposed to circumvent these prob-
lems [21–58]. In this paper we focus on a particular set of models
that can lead to interesting signals at the LHC. In these ‘‘secluded
dark matter’’ models, DM couples to the visible sector primarily
through loops of a new electroweak multiplet /. For concreteness
we focus on examples where / is a scalar with vanishing vacuum
expectation value (vev). The salient features of this type of model
are

� The DM annihilation cross section to photons is enhanced
because some states in the mediator multiplet carry large
electric charges.
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� For suppressed DM–Higgs coupling, the continuum photon
bounds are avoided because then the dominant annihilation
to W and Z bosons is generated at one loop, and to SM fermions
only at two loops. The correct relic density is obtained if / is
somewhat heavier than the DM.
� If the mediator / couples to the Higgs boson h, the branching

ratios for the decays h ?cc and h ?cZ are altered. If the new
particle discovered recently by the ATLAS and CMS collabora-
tions [59,60] is indeed a SM-like Higgs boson, the experiments
could see these modified branching ratios in future precision
measurements.
� The charged components /n± of the mediator multiplet / are

produced at the LHC through their electroweak gauge cou-
plings. Decays to off-shell W bosons lead to multi-lepton final
states, however, for large parts of the parameter space the
leptons are so soft that the signal is not observable at the
LHC or the Tevatron. The best probe of /n± production are
then final states with a photon and large missing energy (plus
possibly other visible particles) because of the large couplings
of /n± to the photon. Moreover, for very small mass splittings,
the lifetimes of the /n± are so long that they can appear as
anomalous charged tracks in the inner detectors of ATLAS
and CMS.
� All 4-scalar couplings are perturbative and continue to be so

up to the Planck scale. In particular, the DM–/ coupling can
be relatively small and still lead to a large gamma ray signal
because of the large /n± charges. For the large SU(2) represen-
tations (N > 3) considered here, the weak gauge coupling
becomes non-perturbative below the Planck scale, see e.g.
[61]. This implies that perturbative grand unification is only
possible if the model is embedded into a more complete the-
ory at an intermediate scale. For N�9, the embedding (or,
alternatively, non-peturbativity of the weak interaction) does
not have to occur at scales below several 100 TeV, outside
the reach of the LHC.

The connection between the 130 GeV gamma ray line and an
enhanced h ?cc signal at the LHC has been made also in [36]
for a model with an electroweak triplet mediator. While in [36]
implications for other LHC searches were not elaborated on, we
keep the discussion as general as possible and explore also LHC sig-
nals aside from the enhanced Higgs to diphoton rate. We also con-
sider general electroweak multiplets beyond the triplet, but for
numerical examples we will use electroweak quintuplets as medi-
ators. We will discuss to what extent electroweak multiplets are
constrained by precision Higgs physics, by searches for anomalous
charged tracks, and by monojet, monophoton and photon + MET + X
searches. In the context of the 130 GeV gamma ray line, LHC final
states with a photon and missing energy were also considered in
[55] in the context of models with Z0 and axion mediators. Since
in these models, the photon is produced as part of the hard process,
mono-photon searches are more constraining than in our models,
where photons are only produced radiatively. Finally, indepen-
dently of the 130 GeV line, the effects of a scalar electroweak quar-
tet on Higgs boson decays to cc and Zc have been considered
previously in [62].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the
class of models we consider in more detail. Section 3 focuses on
DM annihilation into photons and on continuum photon emission
bounds. In Section 4 we discuss the cosmological history and
prospects for DM direct detection. Section 5 deals with existing
electroweak precision constraints. The collider phenomenology is
discussed in Section 6, and the modifications of the Higgs boson
properties in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8, while calcula-
tional details are relegated to the appendices.
2. Model setup

We consider an extension of the SM by a scalar N-dimensional
SU(2)L multiplet / of hypercharge Y/. If N �5 there are no renorm-
alizable couplings to the SM linear in /.1 The / fields then interact
with the SM only through Higgs portal and gauge interactions,

L � jDl/j2 �m2
//y/� k/H/y/HyH

� k0/Hð/yTa
N/ÞðHysaHÞ � k4ð/y/Þ

2
; ð1Þ

where Ta
N and sa are the generators of the SU(2)L representations N

and 2, respectively (their normalization is given in Appendix A). We
assume the Higgs portal coupling k/H to be either positive or nega-
tive but with jk/Hv2j 	 m2

/, so that / does not develop a vacuum
expectation value. Here, v is the vacuum expectation value (vev)
of the Higgs. For the same reason (and other reasons discussed be-
low), k0/H should not be too large in magnitude. Expanding the
covariant derivative in Eq. (1) gives interactions between / and
the electroweak gauge fields,

L � ið/yi @l/j � ð@l/yi Þ/jÞðgAl;aðTa
NÞij þ g0Y/BldijÞ

þ /yi /j
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2
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lAl;bfTa
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Ngij

þ g02Y2
/BlBldij þ 2gg0Y/Aa

lBlðTa
NÞij

!
: ð2Þ

Note that since Eq. (1) is the most general renormalizable Lagrang-
ian, the Z2 symmetry / ?�/ is accidental. The neutral component
of / can thus be stable and a DM candidate in principle. However,
the annihilation process /0/0 ?W+W�, which occurs at tree level,
has too large a cross-section to give the observed DM abundance to-
day for / masses below TeV scales [63,64]. Moreover, even with the
correct relic density, the same annihilation process for relatively
light / in the present day would be in tension with observations
of dwarf galaxies by the Fermi-LAT collaboration [65]. In order to
accommodate the tentative Fermi-LAT line, we therefore introduce
an additional real vev-less SM-singlet scalar v, which has direct
couplings only to the other scalars:

L � 1
2
@lv@lv� 1

2
m2

vv
2 � kvHv2HyH � kv/v2/y/: ð3Þ

Here, we have introduced by hand a Z2 symmetry that stabilizes v,
and assumed that kvH is chosen such that v does not develop a vev.
If we wish to explain the tentative Fermi-LAT gamma ray line at
�130 GeV, the DM mass is fixed at Mv’130 GeV or Mv

’144 GeV, depending on whether decays to cc or cZ are dominant
as we discuss below. In general, however, mv can be arbitrary. The
mass parameter of the weak multiplet, m/, is also free, but as we
will see below, phenomenologically most interesting is the region
where M/ J Mv. After electroweak symmetry breaking, the phys-
ical masses of the particles in the / multiplet, M/ n
 , receive an addi-
tional contribution from the Higgs vev, v = 246 GeV. The coupling
k/H in (1) leads to an overall shift, while the k0/H term after EWSB,

�k0/Hð/
yTa

N/ÞðHysaHÞ ! þ1
4

k0/Hv2/yT3
N/ ; ð4Þ

leads to a mass splitting

�ðM2Þ ¼ �1
4

k0/HI3v2; ð5Þ

between the / component with T3
N eigenvalue I3 and the T3

N ¼ 0
component. There are three interesting regimes of the k0/H coupling;
for k0/H � Oð1Þ the splitting is tens of GeV, for k0/H � Oð0:1Þ the split-
ting is several GeV, while for k0/H ¼ 0 a splitting arises only from one
loop electroweak corrections and is tens to hundreds of MeV as
1 This is also true in the case that N�4, except for some specific values of Y/.



Fig. 1. The mass difference in MeV between the singly charged and neutral
mediators, /+ and /0, as a function of the /0 mass M/0 and the coupling constant k0/H

defined in Eq. (1).
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shown in Fig. 1 (right). For large mass splittings the decays of
charged / particles are easily observable at the LHC and are ex-
cluded, so we will be interested in smaller values of k0/H , of Oð0:1Þ
or below. The parameter k0/H in general cannot be made arbitrarily
small without fine-tuning since it can be generated from a loop with
Aa

l and Bl on the two internal lines. For Y/ = 0, however, this contri-
bution is zero (cf. Eq. (2)) so that k0/H ’ 0 is natural in this case. For
Y/ – 0 there is a log divergent contribution to the bare k0/H coupling.
Even if the cut-off of the theory is at the Planck mass, however, such
a contribution is only log (MPl/MW)2Y/a/4p�0.1, so that the values
of k0/H chosen in Fig. 1 (left) are natural.

As already mentioned, for small values of k0/H an important con-
tribution to the mass splitting are the 1-loop electroweak radiative
corrections. The resulting mass splitting is given by [63]

MQ �MQ 0 ¼
as2

W M/

4p
fðQ 2 � Q 0

2Þs2
W f ðMz=M/Þ

þ ðQ � Q 0ÞðQ þ Q 0 þ 2Y/Þ½ f ðMW=M/Þ � f ðMZ=M/Þ�g; ð6Þ

where Q and Q0 are the electromagnetic charges of two component
fields of /, a is the fine structure constant, Y/ is the hypercharge of
the multiplet, and sW = sin hW is the sine of the Weinberg angle. The
loop function f is given by

f ðrÞ ¼ �r 2r3 ln r þ ðr2 � 4Þ3=2 ln A
h i

=4;

with A ¼ ðr2 � 2� r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � 4
p

Þ=2: ð7Þ

Here, the UV divergence has been absorbed into the renormaliza-
tion of M/ and k0/H (we are using the scheme k = 0 in the notation
of [63]). Numerically, f(1) = 2.72, so that for M/ � Oð100 GeVÞ the
mass splitting due to electroweak corrections is tens of MeV.
Table 1
The input parameters, resulting mass spectra and relic densities for the two benchmark po
through higher-dimensional operators (right). Note that each / n± state is associated with

Benchmark model 1: stable

Multiplet SU(2) representation N 5
Multiplet hypercharge Y/ 0
DM mass Mv 144 G
Multiplet mass parameter m/ 199.6
DM–Higgs coupling kvH 0
DM–multiplet coupling kv/ 0.954

T3
N -indep. /�H coupling k/H �0.45

T3
N -dep. /�H couplings k0/H 0

Physical multiplet masses M/

 162.6
M/
 162.1
M/0 161.9

Multiplet relic density �/0
h2 3.6�
Because of the accidental Z2 symmetry in Eq. (1), the lightest
component of / is stable. If we view the model only as a low en-
ergy effective theory, however, the Lagrangian in Eq. (1) is supple-
mented by higher dimensional operators which can allow the
lightest component of / to decay. If / forms an N-dimensional
multiplet, then the lowest dimensional operator mediating this de-
cay needs to contain at least N �1 SM doublets. For example, the
choice N = 5, Y/ = 2 allows us to include the operator

L5 �
c/

�
/ðHyÞ4 : ð8Þ

For general N, operators of this type will be suppressed by 1/KN � 4,
where K is the cut-off scale of the effective theory.

In the following, we consider in detail two benchmark cases,
one in which we assume that the lightest component of the / mul-
tiplet is stable on cosmological timescales, and one in which it de-
cays rapidly through higher dimensional operators, see Table 1. In
the stable case, the lightest component of / contributes to the dark
matter relic density at the subdominant level. For instance, for the
benchmark model listed in the left part of Table 1, its relic density
is X/0 h2 ¼ 3:6� 10�4. It is thus important that the lightest compo-
nent of / is electrically neutral and does not couple to the Z—if it
did, its scattering cross section on nuclei would be in conflict with
direct detection constraints. To avoid couplings to the Z, we have to
ensure that /0 has T3

N ¼ 0, which is only possible for odd multiplet
order N and requires Y/ = 0. We choose N = 5 for definiteness, but
larger multiplets are also viable. To make sure that /0 is indeed
the lightest component of /, we also assume that k0/H is small en-
ough that the mass splittings among the components of / are dom-
inated by electroweak corrections. For Y/ = 0 these lead to small
positive mass shifts for the T3 – 0 charged components compared
to the neutral one. We also set kvH = 0 so that there is no vv?h
?WW annihilation at tree level. The phenomenological conse-
quences of relaxing this assumption will be addressed below.

If / can decay through higher-dimensional operators, there are
much fewer constraints. For example, if the decay is fast enough,
all components of / could be charged and there is no constraint
on which component is the lightest one. Here, we will nevertheless
assume that the lightest component is electrically neutral. The
complete set of model parameters for the two benchmark cases
is given in Table 1. In both of them, we focus on N = 5 multiplets,
but we will also comment on higher multiplets below.

3. Gamma-ray annihilation signal

We are now ready to discuss in detail the phenomenology of the
DM models introduced in Section 2, where DM–SM interactions are
ints: A Y/ = 0 5-plet with stable / 0 (left), and a Y/ =2 5-plet with / 0 allowed to decay
an antiparticle / H,n± carrying equal but opposite charge.

/0 Benchmark model 2: unstable /0

N 5
Y/ 2

eV Mv 130 GeV
5 GeV m/ 168.5 GeV

kvH 0
kv/ 0.493
k/H �0.2

k0/H �0.1

5 GeV M/



 159.2 GeV
1 GeV M/


 154.4 GeV
2 GeV M/

 149.4 GeV

M/þ 144.2 GeV
M/0 138.9 GeV

10�4



Fig. 3. Contours of constant annihilation cross section hrv reli for the annihilation
processes vv?cc (blue solid lines) and vv?cZ (red dashed lines) as a function of
M/0 (the mass of the neutral component of the mediator multiplet /) and kv/ (the
coupling of DM to /). Motivated by the two benchmark models given in Table 1, we
take / to be an SU(2) 5-plet with Y/=0 and no isospin-dependent couplings to the
Higgs (k0/H ¼ 0) in the left panel, whereas in the right panel we chose Y/ = 2 and
k0/H ¼ �0:1. Our choice of DM mass, Mv = 144 GeV for vv?cZ and Mv = 130 GeV for
vv?cc is motivated by the tentative Fermi-LAT gamma ray line signal [1–3,5]. The
thick red line denotes the values of M/0 and kv/ for which the correct DM relic
density �DMh2 ¼ 0:112 [69] is obtained if all the other model parameters are fixed
as in Table 1. The error on the relic density from WMAP, ±0.0056, is below the
resolution of the plot. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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mediated by a scalar SU(2) N-plet. We begin by considering indi-
rect detection constraints, in particular the signals of DM annihila-
tion in the gamma ray sky. As mentioned in the introduction, one
of our motivations is the tentative line-like feature observed in
Fermi-LAT gamma ray data from the galactic center and other
DM-rich regions in the sky [1–5]. This signal, as well as possible
gamma ray lines that may be discovered in the future, can be
due to either vv?cc or vv?cZ annihilation. The process
vv?ch is not generated in the models we consider because the
initial and final states would have different C parity. Both vv?cc
or vv?cZ proceed through diagrams of the form shown in Fig. 2.
In both of our benchmark points from Table 1 we have kvH = 0 so
that only the topologies Fig. 2(a) and (b) contribute. The annihila-
tion cross sections are then given by [66–68]

hrtrelicc ¼
1

32pM2
v

�����akv/

p
X

Q2ð1� bf ðbÞÞ
�����
2

; ð9Þ

hrtrelicZ ¼
1

32pM2
v

 
1� M2

Z

4M2
v

!3
2
ffiffiffi
2
p

akv/

psW cW

X
QðI3 � s2

W QÞ
�����

�
"

c
2ðb� cÞ þ

bc2

2ðb� cÞ2
ðf ðbÞ � f ðcÞÞ

þ bc
ðb� cÞ2

ðgðbÞ � gðcÞÞ
#�����

2

; ð10Þ

with b � M2
/=M2

v, c � 4M2
/=M2

Z , and the loop functions

f ðxÞ ¼
arcsin2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

x�1
p

for x � 1;

�1
4

"
log

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x
p

1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x
p � ip

#2

for x < 1:

8>><
>>: ð11Þ

gðxÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x
p

2

"
log

1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x
p

1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x
p � ip

#
for x > 1;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x� 1
p

arcsin
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x�1
p

for x � 1:

8>><
>>: ð12Þ

In the above expressions, sW and cW denote the sine and the cosine
of the Weinberg angle, respectively, Q and I3 are the electric charge
and the third component of the weak isospin of the / field compo-
nents, and the sums run over these components.

The predicted values of the annihilation cross sections hrtrelicc
and hrtrelicZ are shown in Fig. 3. These should be compared

to hrv relicc ¼ ð1:27þ0:37
�0:43Þ � 10�27 cm3=s and hrv relicZ ¼ ð3:14þ0:89

�0:99Þ�
Fig. 2. Representative diagrams contributing to vv?cc, cZ, ZZ annihilations.
10�27 cm3=s, which for the Einasto DM profile were shown in
[2,10] to explain the Fermi-LAT feature at 130 GeV for DM masses
mv = 130 GeV and mv = 144 GeV, respectively. We see that annihi-
lation cross sections >10�27 cm3/s are easily obtained in our model
for kv/ well within the perturbative regime, and without the need
for tuning between M/0 and Mv. Notice the qualitative change in
the dependence of hrtrelicc on M/0 and kv/ when M/0 approaches
Mv. The reason is that for M/i

< Mv, the loop diagrams in Fig. 2
acquire an imaginary part because direct annihilation vv?// be-
comes possible. This effect is much more pronounced for the stable
benchmark point (Fig. 3, left plot) due to the near-degeneracy of
the components of /. In the unstable case, the non-zero hyper-
charge assignment allows for destructive interference in vv?Zc
for M/0 � 125 GeV, leading to the ‘‘kink’’ visible in the right plot
of Fig. 3.

To illustrate the dependence of hrv relicc and hrtrelicZ on the
quantum numbers of /, we show in Fig. 4 left (right) contours of
Fig. 4. Contours of constant annihilation cross section hrtrelicZ ¼ 3:14� 10�27cm3=s
(left) and hrtrelicc ¼ 1:27� 10�27cm3=s (right), motivated by the tentative Fermi-
LAT gamma ray line [1–3,5], as a function of M/0 (the mass of the neutral
component of the mediator SU(2) multiplet /) and kv/ (the coupling of DM to /).
The results are shown for multiplet sizes N = 3, 5, 7, 9 (green, orange, magenta and
blue lines), and hypercharge Y/ =0, 1, 2 (solid, dashed, dotted lines). The choices of
DM mass, Mv = 144 for vv?cZ (left panel) and Mv = 130 GeV for vv?cc (right
panel) are also motivated by the Fermi-LAT line. The remaining input parameters
are as in the corresponding columns of Table 1. The yellow bands for the benchmark
models N = 5, Y/=0 (left) and N = 5, Y/=2 (right) show the 1r experimental ranges
for hrv relicZ ¼ ð3:14þ0:89

�0:99Þ � 10�27 cm3=s and hrv relicc ¼ ð1:27þ0:37
�0:43Þ � 10�27 cm3=s,

respectively (obtained using an Einasto halo profile in [2,10]). The thick red line
denotes the values of M/0 and kv/ for which the correct DM relic density
�DMh2 ¼ 0:112 [69] is obtained. The error on the relic density from WMAP, ±0.0056,
is below the resolution of the plot. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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constant hrtrelicZðccÞ ¼ 3:14ð1:27Þ � 10�27cm3=s, i.e. for the central
values of annihilation cross sections motivated by the tentative
gamma ray line at 130 GeV [2,10]. Several different choices for
the multiplet dimension N and its hypercharge Y/ are shown. As
expected, it is easiest to obtain the annihilation cross sections re-
quired to explain the 130 GeV line in models with large N and thus
highly charged component fields of /. Note that hrtrelicc increases
with Y/ because higher charge states appear for large Y/, whereas
hrtrelicZ decreases with Y/ because of stronger cancellation
between I3 and s2

W Q in the term at the end of the first line of
Eq. (10).

Besides the annihilation to two photons, the DM in our model
also annihilates to W+W� and ZZ. If we set the DM–Higgs coupling
kvH to zero, as in our benchmark points from Table 1, annihilations
to W+W� and ZZ first occurs at 1 loop level. The annihilation cross
section is then smaller than the bounds from continuum gamma
rays in Fermi-LAT. Using FeynArts [70], we estimate that for the
benchmark point with the stable 5-plet (left part of Table 1), the
annihilation cross section to W+W� is hrv reli ¼ 2:0� 10�26 cm3=s,
and the one to ZZ is hrv reli ¼ 5:2� 10�27 cm3=s. In the case of
the unstable 5-plet benchmark point (right part of Table 1), the
annihilation cross section to W+W� is hrvreli ¼ 5:3� 10�27 cm3=s
and the one to ZZ is hrv reli ¼ 2:6� 10�27 cm3=s. The bound from
continuum gamma rays from the galactic center is hrvreli ¼
2:7� 10�26 cm3=s for annihilation to W+W� and hrv reli ¼
3:2� 10�26 cm3=s for the ZZ final state [19]. The continuum photon
constraints can also be translated into a constraint on kvH which is
kvH [ 0.03.
4. Relic density and direct detection

We now investigate the dynamics of DM freeze-out in the early
Universe for the class of models given by the Lagrangians (1) and
(3). At very high temperatures, the DM v is kept in thermal equi-
librium through two channels: (i) s-channel Higgs exchange
vvM h M WW, ZZ [71] and (ii) direct coupling to the mediator field
/, vvM//. /, in turn, is kept in thermal equilibrium with the SM
particles through its electroweak interactions. The amplitude for
process (i) is proportional to the coupling constant kvH, which is
constrained by the requirement that secondary gamma rays from
DM annihilations in the Galactic Center today should not overshoot
the Fermi-LAT constraints on the gamma ray continuum. Since
generating the correct DM relic density Xh2 = 0.1120 ± 0.0056
[69] through vvM h M WW, ZZ alone is only marginally allowed,
we will not entertain this possibility here. Instead, we focus on
the case where the correct relic density of DM is determined by
the ‘‘forbidden’’ annihilation channels [31,72,73], vv?//. These
channels are not kinematically accessible for nonrelativistic DM
since Mv < M/. Therefore, they do not contribute to DM annihila-
tions today, avoiding indirect detection constraints. In the early
universe, however, they can still be effective if M/ is not too much
larger than Mv, so that vv?// is still accessible from the high-
energy tails of the thermal DM energy distribution. Depending on
the quantum numbers of /, we find that the mass gap M/ �Mv re-
quired to explain the observed relic density is several tens of GeV
to 100 GeV. Using MicrOMEGAs [74] we estimate that for our
N ¼ 5, Y/ = 0 benchmark point (left part of Table 1), DM freeze-
out occurs at Mv/T �25. The components of the multiplet / remain
in thermal equilibrium until Mv/T �26 (which is equivalent to
M//T �33) and have lower relic density than v. Around freeze-
out the DM velocity is �0.3c so that it can still annihilate into
the slightly heavier /. This maintains equilibrium with the thermal
bath and as a result, the DM freezes out at around the same time as
it would in the simple thermal WIMP scenario, giving the correct
thermal relic density.
From the thick red lines in Figs. 3 and 4 we see that, for both the
stable and unstable 5-plet benchmark models, the correct relic
density can be obtained for a number of different parameter
choices. The calculations were performed using MicrOMEGAs
[74], but cross-checked by solving the relevant Boltzmann equa-
tions numerically in Mathematica. In the case of the stable /, the
neutral component /0 constitutes part of the DM relic density,
but as mentioned in Section 2, its abundance is expected to be
small because of its efficient annihilation to W+W� and the result-
ing late freeze-out. Indeed, using MicrOMEGAs, we find
X/0 h2 ¼ 3:6� 10�4, which is three orders of magnitude lower that
the total DM relic density.

We next discuss direct detection signals in the models we are
focusing on. DM interactions with nuclei are described by the fol-
lowing effective operators:

Leff ¼
CF

M2
/

v2FlmFlm þ
X

q

Cq

M2
/

Mqv2�qq; ð13Þ

where in the interactions with quarks we have already included the
required quark mass suppression due to a chirality flip. For the sup-
pression scale, we have chosen the / mass for later convenience,
while CF and Cq are dimensionless Wilson coefficients. The effective
cross section per nucleon for DM scattering on a nucleus (A, Z) is [29]

rSI
N ’

1
p

m2
p

M2
v

1

A2

 
aZ2Q 0Fð0Þ

CF

2M2
/

þ A
X

q

mpf n;p
q

Cq

M2
/

!2

; ð14Þ

where A, Z are the atomic mass and atomic number of the nucleus,
respectively, the nuclear coherence scale is Q0 ¼

ffiffiffi
6
p
ð0:3þ

0:89A1=3Þ�1 fm�1 [29], and we neglected the momentum depen-
dence in the electromagnetic form factor FðjqjÞ, replacing it with
Fð0Þ ¼ 2=

ffiffiffiffi
p
p

. The average for the matrix elements f n;p
q of the scalar

operators in the second term is over neutrons and protons in the
nucleus, where we use the values given in [75] and take proton
and neutron masses equal. In our model CF arises at 1-loop from
/ running in the loop, while Cq arise at two loops involving / and
Z, W exchanges. Numerically, the typical size of the scattering cross
section on Xe is

rSI
N ’ 5:9  10�48cm2

 
160 GeV

M/

!4 
140 GeV

Mv

!2

�
 

CF

1=16p2 þ 2:3
Cq

1=ð16p2Þ2

!2

; ð15Þ

where for simplicity we have assumed that Cq is independent of
quark flavor. This is not entirely correct in our models, where we
have Ct�Cu,c = 1.9�10�5 and Cd,s,b = 2.1�10�5 for stable and
unstable 5-plet benchmark points, respectively. (Here we have eval-
uated the two loop integrals in the limit M/�MW,Z). For the dipho-
ton operator the numerical values of the Wilson coefficients are
CF �10�3. The analytical expressions are given in Appendix B. The
numerical values should be compared with the present XENON100
bound, which for �140 GeV DM is rN K 4� 10�45 cm2 [76].

Note that the Cq Wilson coefficient also receives a nonzero
tree level contribution due to single Higgs exchange, Ctree

q ¼
�kvHM2

/=M2
H . The coupling kvH is bounded from the continuum

photon flux to be kvH [ 0.03 (see Appendix D), and from direct
detection it is bounded to be also below kvH [ 0.03. In our bench-
mark points we set kvH = 0.

5. Precision electroweak constraints

With the addition of a new charged multiplet at scales not far
above the electroweak-breaking scale, we might worry that there
will be severe constraints from current experimental bounds on
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precision electroweak observables. Because our new multiplet
does not couple directly to any SM fermions or induce any new
symmetry breaking, we expect no significant corrections to flavor
physics observables or processes such as anomalous electric dipole
moments. We will therefore restrict our attention to observables
linked closely to the gauge sector, namely the running of the gauge
couplings, the S, T, and U parameters, and contributions to the
anomalous magnetic moment (g �2) of the electron and muon.

The presence of new charged matter, particularly in a high rep-
resentation of the gauge group, can have a significant impact on
the running of the gauge couplings g0 and g (corresponding to
U(1)Y and SU(2)L, respectively.) If the rate of running is increased
substantially, the gauge couplings can become non-perturbative
at relatively low energy scales. We will not insist on perturbativity
of the couplings all the way up to the Planck mass, but only up to
multi-TeV cutoff scales, ensuring that our theory is valid at LHC-
accessible energy scales.

The contribution of the multiplet / to the one-loop b-function
coefficient bi is given by [61]

b/;i ¼
1
3

TiðNÞ; ð16Þ

where for U(1)Y the quantity TiðNÞ ¼ Y2
/, while for SU(2)L it is equal

to the trace invariant CðNÞ ¼ ðN3 � NÞ=12. For our stable benchmark
case Y/ = 0, while in the unstable benchmark it is set to Y/ = (N�1)/
2. In either case, the more stringent constraint on perturbativity
comes from the SU(2)L running, due to the stronger scaling
of b/,i with N. For the choice N = 5, we have b/,i = 10/3, and the gauge
coupling remains perturbative up to the Planck scale [61];
higher representations would give stronger running, with N = 9
leading to a breakdown in perturbativity at a scale on the order of
1000 TeV.

We turn now to the ‘‘oblique parameters’’ S, T and U [77], which
encapsulate generic contributions of new electroweak-charged
physics objects to low-energy observables. These parameters are
related to the transverse vacuum polarization of electroweak
gauge bosons PAB(p). From [77], Eq. (3.12), the parameters are
given by

aS � 4e2½�033ð0Þ ��03Q ð0Þ�; ð17Þ

aT � e2

s2c2M2
Z

½�11ð0Þ ��33ð0Þ�; ð18Þ

aU � 4e2½�011ð0Þ ��033ð0Þ�: ð19Þ

Considering S first, for a scalar particle and using the definition Q =
T3 + Y, the polarization amplitudes can be split diagram by diagram:

S / �033ð0Þ � ð�033ð0Þ þ�03Yð0ÞÞ ! ��03Y ð0Þ: ð20Þ

If there is no significant mass splitting within the multiplet, then
this amplitude is proportional (at leading order) to trðT3Þ, which
vanishes identically in any representation. However, in the presence
of such a mass splitting, there will be in general a non-zero contri-
bution to S. Computing the relevant one-loop amplitude, we find
that

S ¼ � 4aY/

3 sin hw cos hw

X
I3[o

I3 log
M2

/;Y/þI3

M2
/;Y/�I3

 !" #
; ð21Þ

where the sum is over all positive I3 values for the multiplet /, and
M/,Q denotes the mass of the / state with electric charge Q. Details
of the calculation are shown in Appendix C. For the unstable /
5-plet benchmark point given in Table 1, we find the contribution
S ��0.016. This is not large enough to cause any tension with the
experimental constraint S ¼ 0:00þ0:11
�0:10 [78], but in principle a larger

multiplet with a substantial mass splitting could be constrained
by S.

The calculation of the T parameter is similar, but slightly more
involved; details are given in Appendix C. We find

T ¼ �a
2sin4hwM2

W

X
s;s0

"
1
4

sðN � sÞdsþ1;s0 þ
1
4
ðs� 1ÞðN � sþ 1Þds�1;s0

#

�
"
ðM2

s þM2
s0 Þ �

2M4
s

M2
s �M2

s0
logðM2

s =M2
s0 Þ
#
: ð22Þ

Evaluating this expression numerically for our benchmark points
yields T ��0.013 for the stable case, and T �0.0062 for the unstable
case, both well within the current experimental bounds
T ¼ 0:02þ0:11

�0:12 [78].
Because there is no direct coupling to standard-model fermions,

contributions of the new multiplet / to the anomalous magnetic
moment (g‘�2) of the charged leptons (‘ = e, l, s) will appear start-
ing at two-loop order, through modifications of electroweak vac-
uum polarization and vertex functions. Because the new sector
does not induce any additional breaking of gauge symmetry, in
the limit of M/ ?1 we expect that all such corrections must van-
ish due to gauge invariance. The leading contribution to (g‘ �2)
should thus scale as 1=M2

/. Naive dimensional analysis then gives
us the rough estimate

�al � ð�gl � 2Þ=2 � g4

2ð16p2Þ2
M2

l

M2
/

¼ a2

32p2

M2
l

M2
/

; ð23Þ

which for M/ J 100 GeV gives a contribution of about al
[ 2�10�13, three orders of magnitude below the current experi-
mental uncertainty in al [79,80]. The expected deviation of the
electron (g �2) from its SM value is even further from being exper-
imentally constrained. However, the above estimates do not include
a prefactor due to the charges and multiplicity of the / components,
which could easily be O(102) or larger depending on the exact
choice of representation and hypercharge. Although we will not at-
tempt it here, a precise two-loop calculation of the contribution
from this new multiplet to al would be interesting, and could
potentially yield a contribution large enough to explain the current
discrepancy between theory and experiment in this quantity [80].

6. Collider phenomenology

The only direct coupling between the dark matter v and the SM
particles in the class of models discussed here is through the Higgs
portal operator vvH �H, see Eq. (3). However, we have seen at the
end of Section 4 that the corresponding coupling constant should
be small in order to avoid constraints from direct detection and
from continuum photon emission in DM annihilation. Therefore,
we do not expect the DM production cross section at the LHC to
be large enough to be discovered anytime in the near future. On
the other hand, the components of the mediator multiplet / can
be produced abundantly at the LHC through their large electro-
weak couplings. Their decay phenomenology will depend crucially
on the mass splittings between them, and since these mass split-
tings can be quite small, very interesting collider signatures are ex-
pected. We will now discuss the collider phenomenology of the
new electroweak multiplet / in more detail.

6.1. /n± production and decay at the LHC

At the LHC, the electroweak multiplet / would be produced
mostly in Drell–Yan pair production processes. In Fig. 5, we show
the expected production cross sections at center of mass energies
of 8 and 14 TeV. We see that, especially for relatively light



Fig. 6. Lifetime of the singly charged component of / as a function of the mass
splitting DM between /± and /0. The thick black curves show the physical lifetime,
taking into account hadronic and leptonic decays. The colored curves show the
inverse of the partial widths to pions (green), eme (red) and lml (blue). The labels on
the upper horizontal axis show the values of k0/H corresponding to the mass
splittings indicated on the lower horizontal axis, neglecting electroweak corrections.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. The LHC pair production cross section for the new electroweak multiplet / at
our benchmark points. The blue and red curves are for the Y/ = 0 and Y/ = 2
benchmark points, respectively. Solid curves are for

ffiffi
s
p
¼ 14 TeV, dashed ones are

for the 8 TeV LHC. The width of the colored bands indicates the theoretical
uncertainty of our predictions, estimated by varying the factorization and renor-
malization scales in MadGraph by a factor of 2. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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/ (M/ < 200 GeV), as at our benchmark points, the production cross
section is fairly large, on the order of 1 pb at

ffiffi
s
p
¼ 8 TeV and up to

more than 10 pb at
ffiffi
s
p
¼ 14 TeV. Nevertheless, detecting / is chal-

lenging because by assumption its lightest component is typically
electrical neutral, and the decays of the heavier components are
very soft.

In particular, the charged components of / decay via
/n± ?/(n � 1)± + W*, where the off-shell W* gives leptons or ha-
drons in the final state. The relevant decay rates are [63]

�ð/n
 ! /ðn�1Þ
 þ p
Þ ’ ðN
2 � 1ÞV2

udf 2
p G2

F ð�MÞ3

4p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� M2

p

ð�MÞ2

s
;

ð24Þ

�ð/n
 ! /ðn�1Þ
 þ e
 m
ð�Þ

eÞ ’
ðN2 � 1ÞG2

F ð�MÞ5

60p3 : ð25Þ

In these expressions N is the dimension of the SU(2) representation
of /, n = 0 . . . (N �1)/2 labels the components of /, Vud is the CKM
matrix element, fp �130 MeV the pion decay constant, Mp the pion
mass, and DM the mass difference between /n± and /(n � 1)±. We
have made the approximation that M/ �DM, Mp. In Eq. (25), we
also set the electron mass to zero. In the case of the /n± decay to

a muon and a neutrino, /n
 ! /ðn�1Þ
l
 m
ð�Þ

l, a similar approxima-
tion, ml ?0, is not appropriate, and the analytic expression for
the corresponding decay rate is lengthy. We instead used CalcHEP
[81] to compute the decay rate C numerically.

It is clear that for small mass splittings DM the hadrons or lep-
tons produced in /n± decays are very soft and are thus undetect-
able in the LHC’s high energy, high luminosity environment. For
instance, for M/ �150 GeV, even relatively large mass splittings
of 5 GeV lead to a lepton with pT > 10 GeV in only about 2.6%
(3.2%) of / pair production events at the 8 TeV (14 TeV) LHC. A
jet with pT > 25 GeV is produced in only 4.4% (5.9%) of the events.
In these percentages, jets from initial or final state radiation are not
included.

If other energetic final-state particles are present, the cascade
decay products can be boosted and therefore easier to detect. For
example, requiring a final-state photon with pT �80 GeV leads to
leptons with pT > 10 GeV in 7.5% of / pairs produced at the
14 TeV LHC. However, the production cross section is reduced to
20 fb. Existing searches for e.g. W +c + MET [82] are therefore not
constraining, and even future searches in this channel would be
challenging, although a search strategy with more sophisticated
kinematic cuts may be more sensitive.

If DM is smaller than Mp the hadronic decay modes are kinemat-
ically forbidden and only leptonic modes are allowed. If the splitting
is smaller than the muon mass, only leptonic decays with electrons
in the final state are allowed. We see, however, from Table 1, that
this situation is not realized for our benchmark points.

6.2. Charged tracks

For very small mass splittings between the components of /,
the /n± can travel over macroscopic distances before decaying. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows that mass splittings below Mp
are needed for the lifetime of /± to become macroscopic. Note that
the same relationship between DM and the lifetime cs applies also
to the multiply charged components of /. However, in our bench-
mark models, the smallest mass splitting and thus the largest cs is
always the one corresponding to /±.

If /± decays after travelling more than a few tens of centimeters,
/ production can be potentially seen in searches for anomalous
charged tracks in the inner detectors of ATLAS and CMS. Since in
our benchmark scenarios, /± is part of all /n± decay chains, such
searches would be sensitive to the production of any charged com-
ponent of /. The cross section for this is very similar to the total /
pair production cross section shown in Fig. 5: Events with no
charged / (i.e. only /0) are almost completely absent in our Y = 0
benchmark model, where /0 does not couple to the Z, and they
contribute only about 17% of the total cross section for the Y = 2
model.

Searches for charged track signatures have been carried out by
both ATLAS and CMS. We expect the best sensitivity to our bench-
mark models to come from future searches of the type presented
by ATLAS in [83]. In this analysis, a high pT jet as well as more than
90 GeV of missing transverse energy are required in addition to the



Fig. 8. The production cross section for a multiplet pair together with one photon
for various multiplet quantum numbers. Based on the CMS 7 TeV monophoton
search [87], we require pT > 125 GeV and |g| < 1.5 for the photon, and we take the
signal efficiency to be 30%. The shaded region is excluded by the CMS search.
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new charged particle. The latter is required to leave a signal only in
the inner detector, making this search the most sensitive to parti-
cles with lifetimes on the order of several tens of centimeters.

The CMS search for long-lived charged particles [84] requires
signals in the tracking detectors as well as the muon chambers,
implying sensitivity only to particles with decay lengths of order
10 m. Similarly, the ATLAS search [85] requires signals in the inner
detector and the electromagnetic calorimeter. Moreover, only par-
ticles with electric charges >6e are constrained in this analysis. The
searches from [84] and [85] are therefore not sensitive to our
benchmark models or minor variations therefore, except for an ex-
tremely fine-tuned corner of parameter space, where electroweak
contributions to the mass splittings, Eq. (6), and those induced
by nonzero k0/H , Eq. (5), conspire to make one of the mass splittings
extremely small. If we depart further from our benchmark models,
however, it is quite easy to obtain very long-lived charged parti-
cles. In particular, this is the case if the hypercharge Y/ is chosen
such that the lightest component of / is charged and decays only
via higher-dimensional operators, for instance Eq. (8). Then, its de-
cay width is naturally very small. Note that in scenarios of this
type, the long-lived charged particle should still decay on time-
scales 	1 min to avoid perturbing big bang nucleosynthesis.
6.3. Monophoton and monojet signatures

Searches for a single jet or photon, accompanied by a significant
amount of missing energy, have recently received a lot of attention
because they are able to constrain the existence of new ‘‘invisible’’
particles in a relatively model-independent way [86–103]. In the
models discussed here, for instance, the components of the electro-
weak multiplet mediator / are very difficult to observe directly at
the LHC, but their production is constrained by jet + MET and pho-
ton + MET searches.

For the monojet signature, the relevant diagrams are pair pro-
ductions of the multiplet together with a quark or gluon from ini-
tial state radiation. For our benchmark points the expected cross
section is still several orders of magnitude below the current LHC
bound, as shown in Fig. 7.

The production cross section for a / pair together with a single
photon is significantly enhanced compared to the monojet case be-
cause hard photons can be radiated not only from the initial state
quarks, but also from the /n± in the final state, which couple
strongly to photons. The monophoton cross sections for our
Fig. 7. The production cross section for a multiplet pair together with a monojet for
our benchmark models. The cross sections (colored curves) are compared with a
bound from the CMS monojet search [86] (gray area), which requires the
reconstructed MET to be above 350 GeV. Following [86], we use a cut efficiency
of 10% relative to a parton level Monte Carlo sample with parton level cut
MET > 200 GeV. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
benchmark points, as well as two additional cases with even larger
SU(2) representations, is shown in Fig. 8 and compared to the cur-
rent limit from CMS [87]. We see that, in spite of the enhanced pro-
duction cross section, the model is still not constrained by the
current experimental searches.

Finally, we have also considered the signature of //� + h pro-
duction through the operator /�/H �H. The signature of this pro-
cess—a Higgs boson plus a lot of missing energy—is identical to
the one for associated Z + h production, in which the Z decays invis-
ibly. For our N = 5, Y/ = 0 benchmark point, the cross section for //�

+ h production at
ffiffi
s
p
¼ 8 TeV is 0.3 fb, while for the N = 5, Y/ = 2

benchmark point, it is 8�10�2 fb. Since the SM cross section for Z
+ hh production is �400 fb, we do not expect to see any modifica-
tion of the Higgs plus missing energy event rate in the foreseeable
future.

7. Modification of Higgs boson decays

In a model with multiple scalar fields, the presence of ‘‘Higgs
portal’’-type operators is quite natural; indeed, as these are dimen-
sion-four operators consistent with all of the other symmetries,
they are difficult to forbid without ad-hoc assumptions. The pres-
ence of the operator /�/H�H can significantly modify decays of the
Higgs boson to gauge bosons, especially h ?cc and h ? Zc which
arise in the SM only at loop level.

We first consider the h ?cc decay width

�ðh! ccÞ ¼ v2

16pMH
jFccj2 : ð26Þ

where v = 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the SM Higgs
and Fcc a dimensionless amplitude. At one loop this amplitude
receives SM contributions from the W boson loop, Fcc

W , and from fer-
mion loops, Fcc

f [66–68,104]. In our model there is an additional
contribution, Fcc

/ , from the scalar multiplet / running in the loop
(see Fig. 9), so that

Fcc ¼ Fcc
W þ Fcc

f þ Fcc
/ : ð27Þ

Using analytic expressions from [67,68] we have

jFcc
W j ¼ 1:25� 10�3 ; jFcc

f j ¼ 2:75� 10�4 ; ð28Þ

for MH = 125 GeV, MW = 80.4 GeV, and the top quark mass in the MS

renormalization scheme MMS
t ¼ 160 GeV [78]. We neglect the

contributions from fermions other than the top quark, which is
sufficient to reproduce the full SM result for the partial width C(h
?cc) [105] to within 2%. The new contribution Fcc

/ is given by
[66–68]



Fig. 9. Feynman diagram through which the new electroweak multiplet /
contributes to Higgs annihilation into cc and cZ final states.
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3Þs

!
½1� bs f ðbsÞ� ; ð29Þ

where the sum runs over the components /s of the electroweak
multiplet /, and the loop function f(bs) is given by Eq. (11), and
bs � 4M2

/s
=M2

H . For our benchmark models bs > 1. Note that for Y
= 0, the term proportional to k0/H vanishes.

In the SM Fcc
W and Fcc

f interfere destructively. Furthermore, for
positive k/H and k0/H we have

jFccj2 ¼ ðjFcc
V j � jF

cc
V j � jF

cc
/ jÞ

2
: ð30Þ

The ratio of the resulting partial width C(h ?cc) to the SM value as
a function of k/H is shown in Fig. 10. We see that the decay h ?cc
can be substantially enhanced or suppressed, depending on the sign
of the coupling constants k/H and k0/H . Note that the other phenom-
enology discussed so far is to a large extent decoupled from the va-
lue of k/H, so that Oð1Þ effects in h ?cc are possible without
affecting anything else. In particular, there is no clear prediction
for the size of the deviation in h ?cc based on observation of the
Fermi gamma line, beyond the generic expectation that Oð1Þ devi-
ation is expected for natural values of k/H.

In a similar way, the related loop-induced decay h ?cZ is
affected by the new multiplet /. The decay rate is given by
Fig. 10. Ratio of partial decay width of the Higgs boson in our model to the standard
model width for decay modes cc (blue) and cZ (red), as a function of the coupling
k/H. The solid and dashed curves correspond to the stable and unstable benchmark
points of Table 1, respectively. Experimental results for best-fit signal strength in
the channel h?cc (dashed horizontal line) are taken from [106,107] with errors
added in quadrature (gray band). (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
�ðh! cZÞ ¼ t2

16pMH

 
1� M2

Z

M2
H

!3

jFcZ j2; ð31Þ

where the amplitude F cZ receives contributions from W loops, fer-
mion loops, and / loops,

FcZ ¼ FcZ
W þ FcZ

f þ FcZ
/ : ð32Þ

Analytic expressions for these can be found, e.g., in Refs. [67,68]. In
the SM we have

jFcZ
W j ¼ 2:63� 10�3 ; jFcZ

f j ¼ 1:41� 10�4 : ð33Þ

The new physics contribution is

FcZ
/ ðbs; csÞ ¼

X
s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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Here, as in Eq. (29), the sum runs over the components of /, while
bs � 4M2

/s
=M2

H , cs � 4M2
/s
=M2

Z , and the loop functions f(bs) and g(cs)
have been defined in Eqs. (11) and (12). Numerically, the new phys-
ics contribution is of the same order as the SM contribution for
k/H � Oð1Þ; see Fig. 10.

Similar loop contributions correct the h ?WW and h ? ZZ
branching ratios. However, since these processes receive tree level
SM contributions, the relative corrections from the new multiplet
are small. They interfere destructively with the tree-level ampli-
tude, leading to a slight reduction in the partial decay widths for
h ?WW and h ? ZZ. Numerical evaluation of the loop diagrams
using FeynArts for our benchmark points yields corrections on
the order of a few percent.

Modifications of the other Higgs decay modes are negligible,
since / has no direct coupling to any of the SM fermions. Invisible
decays of the Higgs into / or v are forbidden kinematically for the
regions of parameter space we consider.

8. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have investigated the possible implications of
gamma ray lines in astrophysical dark matter searches for the LHC.
Motivated by the tenative hints for a line-like signal at �130 GeV in
Fermi-LAT data, we have focused on a class of secluded DM models,
in which the DM particle v couples to standard model fermions
and gauge bosons through loops of an intermediate particle /.
We have considered in detail the case where both v and / are
vev-less scalars, but we expect our conclusions to be valid also in
a more general context. We have moreover assumed that / belongs
to a large representation (N > 3) of the weak SU(2) gauge group.

Among the models proposed to explain the Fermi-LAT signal (if
it stands up to further experimental scrutiny), this scenario has
several advantages: (1) For natural, untuned values of the coupling
constants, it can explain relatively large (hrv i�10�27–10�26 cm3/
sec) DM annihilation cross sections to cc and/or cZ final states.
Both of these final states lead to monoenergetic features in the
astrophysical gamma ray spectrum. The key is that some of the
component fields of / carry several units of electric charge, which
significantly enhances the DM coupling to photons. (2) All coupling
constants are perturbative at experimentally relevant energy
scales. (3) The model is well compatible with the observed DM re-
lic abundance in the Universe. (4) DM annihilation to WW, ZZ, and
fermion-antifermion final states is small. This is important because
these final states are tightly constrained by searches for the broad
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excess they would induce in the Fermi-LAT data. (5) DM–nucleon
scattering cross sections are compatible with current constraints
from direct DM searches, but are testable in future experiments.

Turning to the LHC phenomenology, we found that the
scenarios we consider have very characteristic signatures, but are
still largely unconstrained at present. While the members of the
mediator multiplet / can be copiously produced due to their large
electroweak couplings, they are difficult to observe because their
cascade decays down to the lightest component field are typically
very soft. The reason is that, unless there are large, isospin-depen-
dent couplings to the Higgs, the mass splittings among them arise
only from higher-order electroweak corrections. Thus, the energies
of the decay products can easily be well below the trigger thresh-
olds of ATLAS and CMS. The lightest component field, which we
take to be the neutral one, /0, in turn, is invisible due to its vanish-
ing electric charge. In view of this, / production can contribute to
final states with large missing transverse energy, for instance
monophoton + MET. Here, the probability for radiating an extra
hard photon in pp! /�/ is enhanced by the large electric charge
of the component fields of /. However, we have found that current
monophoton + MET searches still fall two orders of magnitude
short of constraining the most interesting regions of parameter
space.

A second place in which the multiplet / can leave its footprint at
the LHC is the Higgs sector. Higgs boson decays to cc and cZ receive
extra contributions from diagrams involving / loops, and these ex-
tra contributions can either enhance or suppress the corresponding
Higgs branching ratios. The LHC data on h ?cc thus already pro-
vides loose constraints on the /–h couplings, as shown in Fig. 10.

Finally, if the mass splittings among the components of / are
very small, some of them can be sufficiently long-lived to yield
anomalous charged tracks that can be detected in future searches
using the ATLAS and CMS inner detectors. Other signatures that
might provide promising starting points for future work include
photon+MET+ X. With optimized cuts, these signatures could effi-
ciently exploit the large /–c couplings to improve the signal-to-
background ratio.
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Appedix A. SU(2) interactions

In this appendix we give the normalization of the SU(2)L gener-
ators used in the paper and then also write out explicitly the gauge
interactions. For the generators Ta

N of the representation N of the
algebra su(2), we fix the normalization by insisting that for any
representation, the eigenvalues of T 3 (and thus the electric charge
of the multiplet scalars) differ by integers. Thus, we have explicitly
in the basis with T3

N diagonal

ðT3
NÞmn ¼

 
N þ 1

2
�m

!
dmn; ðA1Þ

where m2 [1, N]. Since su(2)ffi so(3), the other generators of repre-
sentation N can be obtained from the familiar angular-momentum
ladder operators for spin j = (N�1)/2,
ðTþNÞmn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mðN �mÞ

p
dmþ1;n;

ðT�NÞmn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðm� 1ÞðN �mþ 1Þ

p
dm�1;n; ðA2Þ

and the relation T
N � T1
N 
 iT2

N . It is easily verified that the three
generators Ta

Na satisfy the defining relation

½Ta
N; T

b
N� ¼ i�abcTc

N: ðA3Þ

In the fundamental representation 2, these generators match on to
the usual Pauli matrices, Ta

2 ¼ ra=2 � sa.
For the calculation of the T-parameter in Section 5, we make use

of the relations

ðT1
NÞ

2

ss ¼ ðT
1
NÞss0 ðT

1
NÞs0s

¼ 1
4
½sðN � sÞ þ ðs� 1ÞðN � sþ 1Þ�: ðA4Þ

and

ðT1
N;ss0 Þ

2 ¼
 

1
2
ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sðN � sÞ

p
dsþ1;s0 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðs� 1ÞðN � sþ 1Þ

p
ds�1;s0 Þ

!2

¼ 1
4

sðN � sÞdsþ1;s0 þ
1
4
ðs� 1ÞðN � sþ 1Þds�1;s0 : ðA5Þ

Using this normalization the Lagrangian Eq. (2) is, in the gauge-
field mass eigenstate basis,

L � i

"
/yi @

l/j � ð@l/yi Þ/j

#"
gffiffiffi
2
p ðWþ

l ðT
þ
NÞij þW�

lðT
�
NÞijÞ

þ dij

 
g

cos hw
ZlðT3

N � sin2hwQÞij þ eAlQ

!#
þ /yi /j"

g2

4
Wþ

lWl;�fTþN ; T
�
NÞij þ dij

 
ZlZl g2

cos2hw
ðT3

N � sin2hwQÞ
2

þ AlAlQ 2e2 þ 2AlZleQ
q

cos hw
ðT3

N � sin2hwQÞ
!
þW


lAl

egffiffiffi
2
p

 (
T
N ; T

3
N

)
ij

þ 2ðT
NÞijY/

!
þW


lZl g2ffiffiffi
2
p

cos hw

 (
T
N ; T

3
N

)
ij

cos2hw � 2ðT
NÞijY/sin2hw

!#
: ðA6Þ

The k0/H interaction term in Eq. (1) has an unusual form, and at
first glance may not appear to be gauge invariant. We can demon-
strate its invariance by performing an arbitrary SU(2) gauge
transformation:

ð/yTa
Na/ÞðH

ysaHÞ !
X
b;d

 
/yeihbðTb

N Þ
y
Ta

Ne�ihbTb
N /

!
 

HyeihdðsdÞysae�ihbsd
H

!
: ðA7Þ

Expanding to first order in the parameter ha, the bilinears transform
as

/yTa
N/!

X
b

/yð1þ ihbTb
NÞT

að1� ihbTb
NÞ/

¼ ðdac � hbf abcÞ/yTc
N/; ðA8Þ

and similarly for H �saH. The bilinear itself is not gauge invariant,
but for the combination we find

ð/yTa
N/ÞðHysaHÞ ! ð/yTa

N/ÞðHyscHÞ½dac � hbf cba � hbf abc�; ðA9Þ
and the extra terms vanish by the total antisymmetry of the struc-
ture constants fabc.

Appendix B. Dark matter direct detection

In this appendix we collect the analytical results for DM
scattering on nuclei for our models where DM interacts with the

http://www.nsf.gov/
http://www.nsf.gov/
http://www.nsf.gov/
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visible sector through electroweak multiplets and the Higgs. The
heavy fields, /, W, Z and Higgs are integrated out and one matches
onto the Effective Field Theory (EFT) operator basis (13).2 These EFT
operators induce spin independent DM–nucleon scattering, Eq. (14).

The only tree level contribution is due to a single Higgs ex-
change, giving

Ctree
q ¼ �kvH

M2
/

M2
H

: ðB1Þ

This contribution is absent in our benchmark points, where we set
kvH = 0, but could in principle saturate the present DM–nucleon
direct detection bounds if kvH �3�10�2. For such small values of
kvH the effects on annihilation cross section and early cosmology
are atill very small, though.

The CF Wilson coefficients is first nonzero at 1 loop, where /
fields run in the loop, giving

CF ¼
a

24p
kv/

X
/

Q 2
/; ðB2Þ

with Q/ the charges of the / field components, and the sum runs
over all the components in the multiplet (for simplicity we have
treated the masses of the / components as degenerate). For the
5-plet benchmark model with Y/ = 0, we have thus CF = 5akv//
(12p) = 9�10�4, and for the 5-plet with Y/=2 we find CF = 5akv//
(4p) = 1�10�3.

The Cq Wilson coefficient also receives the 2-loop contributions
with / and W, Z, c in the loops. We calculate these contributions in
the approximation where M/�mW,Z. In that case we can first
integrate out the / fields and match onto an EFT with the operator
v2FlmFlm from (13), as well as the operators

Leff �
CZ

M2
/

v2ZlmZlm þ CZc

M2
/

v2ZlmFlm þ CW

M2
/

v2Wþ
lmW�lm : ðB3Þ

Here, we have defined Zlm � olZm �omZl and W

lm � @lW


m� @mW

l .

Note that electroweak symmetry is already broken in this EFT.
The Wilson coefficients are

CZ ¼
a

24p
kv/

ðsW cWÞ2
X

/

ðT3
/ � s2

W Q/Þ
2
; ðB4Þ

CW ¼
a

24p
kv/

s2
W

TrðTþT�Þ ; ðB5Þ

CZc ¼
a

24p
kv/

sW cW

X
/

ðT3
/ � s2

W Q/ÞQ/ ; ðB6Þ

with the sums again running over the components of /. For the
N = 5, Y/=0 benchmark model CZ ¼ 3� 10�3, CW ¼ 8� 10�3,
CZc ¼ 2� 10�3. For the N = 5, Y/=2 benchmark model, the Wilson
coefficients are CZ ¼ 2� 10�3, CW ¼ 4� 10�3, CZc ¼ 3� 10�4.

Integrating out W and Z, the one loop contributions with ZZ,
WW and Zc running in the loop give

Cq ¼ CZ
q þ CW

q þ CZc
q ; ðB7Þ

with

CZ
q ¼

a
4p

CZ

ðsW cWÞ2
�
� 2Q 2

qs4
W þ 2Qqs2

W T3
q þ 3ðT3

qÞ
2

þ 12Q 2
qs2

W logðM2
Z=l

2Þ
h
T3

q � Qqs2
W

i�
; ðB8Þ
2 Note that at this stage also the top quark should be integrated out. In what
follows we will treat the top contributions to DM–nucleon scattering only very
approximately.
CW
q ¼

3a
8p
CW

s2
W

; ðB9Þ

CZc
q ¼

a
4p
CZcQq

sW cW

h
�5þ 6 logðM2

Z=l
2Þ
ih

2Qqs2
W � T3

q

i
: ðB10Þ
Appendix C. Calculation of the S- and T-parameters

For the S-parameter contribution from the scalar multiplet /,
we need to compute the vacuum polarization amplitude �03Yð0Þ.
At one loop, only a single type of Feynman diagram contributes,
with an intermediate loop of scalar particles (if / had a vev, there
would be additional contributions with internal gauge-boson prop-
agators.) Labeling the external momentum as p and the loop
momentum as k, the amplitude is given by the expression

i�lm
3Y ¼

X
s;s0

Z
d4k

ð2pÞ4
i

k2 �M2
s þ i�

ð�igT3
N;s;s0 ð�2k� pÞlÞ

i

ðpþ kÞ2 �M2
s0 þ i�

ð�ig0Yð2kþ pÞmÞ: ðC1Þ

Using the standard Feynman parameterization, we can shift the
integration momentum and rewrite:

�lm
3Y ¼ igg0Y

X
s

T3
N;ss

Z 1

0
dx
Z

d4
‘

ð2pÞ4
4‘l‘m þ ð1� 2xÞ2plpm

½‘2 � ðM2
s � xð1� xÞp2Þ�2

: ðC2Þ

The second term proportional to plpm does not contribute to the
transverse vacuum polarization (and thus to S), so we drop it. As
for the first term, Lorentz invariance allows us to replace
‘l‘m ! 1

4 ‘
2glm. Evaluating the momentum integral in dimensional

regularization, we have

�3Yðp2Þ ¼ �gg0Y
8p2

X
s

T3
N;ss

Z 1

0
dx �s

�
1þ E� log

�
�s=l2�	; ðC3Þ

where �s � M2
s � xð1� xÞp2, E�2/e�c + log (4p)� log (l2), and l is

the renormalization mass scale. It is clear at this point that if there
is no mass splitting within the multiplet, then the amplitude is pro-
portional to trðT3

NÞ ¼ 0, and there is no contribution to the S-param-
eter. To convert to S, we need to take the ‘‘derivative’’ at p2 = 0, i.e.

S ¼ �16p�03Yð0Þ ¼ �16p lim
p2!0

"
1
p2 ð�3Yðp2Þ ��3Yð0ÞÞ

#
: ðC4Þ

Making use of the identity

lim
p2!0

log½ðM2
s � xð1� xÞp2Þ=M2

s �
p2 ¼ �xð1� xÞ

M2
s

; ðC5Þ

we find that

S ¼ � gg0Y
3p

X
s

T3
N;ssð2þ Eþ logðM2

s =l
2ÞÞ: ðC6Þ

The first term vanishes due to the trace over T3
N , so the only contri-

bution to S is due to the logarithm. Since the states of / come in
pairs of equal but opposite T3

N eigenvalues I3, the dependence on
the scale l cancels, and we are left with our final expression,

S ¼ � 4aY
3 sin hw cos hw

X
I3>0

"
I3 log

 
M2

/;Y/þI3

M2
/;Y/�I3

!#
: ðC7Þ

The calculation of the T-parameter is somewhat more involved,
since it depends on the correlation functions directly and not just
their derivatives. This means that an additional diagram contributes
to T, arising from the four-boson interaction /�/Al, aAl,a. Further-
more, the loop coming from three-boson vertices can now have
two distinct species of / in the loop, due to the off-diagonal struc-
ture of T1

N . We thus have
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i�3;lm
ab ðpÞ ¼

X
s;s0

Z
d4k

ð2pÞ4
i

k2 �M2
s þ i�

ð�igTa
N;s;s0 Þð�2k� pÞl

� i

ðpþ kÞ2 �M2
s0 þ i�

ð�igTb
N;s;s0 Þð2kþ pÞm; ðC8Þ

i�4;lm
ab ðpÞ ¼

X
s

Z
d4k

ð2pÞ4
i

k2 �M2
s þ i�

ig2glmfTa
N; T

b
Ngss: ðC9Þ

Once again carrying out the momentum integral in dimensional
regularization, taking the transverse part, and evaluating at p2=0,
we find

�3
aað0Þ ¼ �

g2

8p2

X
s;s0
ðTa

N;ss0 Þ
2
Z 1

0
dx

"
ðxM2

s þ ð1� xÞM2
s0 Þ

�
 

1þ E� log

 
xM2

s þ ð1� xÞM2
s0

l2

!!#
; ðC10Þ

�4
aað0Þ ¼

g2

8p2

X
s

ðTa
NaÞ

2
ssM

2
s

"
1þ E� log

 
M2

s =l
2

!#
: ðC11Þ

Here ðTa
N;ss0 Þ

2 is the square of the matrix element ss0 of generator Ta
Na,

not to be confused with the matrix element ss0 of the squared gen-
erator ðTa

NaÞ
2. Making use of our explicit representation of the group

generators, it can be verified that the 1/e divergence and scale
dependence completely cancel in the difference P11(0)�P33(0).
The leftover contribution comes from �3

11ð0Þ, and is equal to

�11ð0Þ ��33ð0Þ ¼ �
g2

8p2

X
s;s0
ðT1

N;ss0 Þ
2

"
1
4
ðM2

s þM2
s0 Þ

�M4
s0 logðM2

s =M2
s0 Þ

2ðM2
s �M2

s0 Þ

#
: ðC12Þ

Making use of the identity Eq. (A5), and the definition
T ¼ 4p=ðs2m2

WÞ½�11ð0Þ � �33ð0Þ�, we have finally

T ¼ �a
2sin4hwM2

WX
s;s0

"
1
4

sðN � sÞdsþ1;s0 þ
1
4
ðs� 1ÞðN � sþ 1Þds�1;s0

#

�
"
ðM2

s þM2
s0 Þ �

2M4
s

M2
s �M2

s0
logðM2

s =M2
s0 Þ
#
: ðC13Þ
Appendix D. Tree level annihilation cross section

If the coupling of DM to the Higgs is non-zero, it can annihilate
at tree level annihilation to W+W�, ZZ and fermion–antifermion fi-
nal states which contributes to the astrophysical continuum pho-
ton flux. The cross sections for DM annihilation to gauge bosons
are given by

rWþW� ¼ k2
XH
p

M4
W

s s�M2
H

� 	2 3� s
M2

W

þ s2

4M4
W


 � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s� 4M2

W

s� 4m2
x

s
; ðD1Þ

rZZ ¼
k2

XH
2p

M4
Z

s s�M2
H

� 	2 3� s
M2

Z

þ s2

4M4
Z


 � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s� 4M2

Z

s� 4m2
x

s
; ðD2Þ

where MW (MZ) is the mass of W (Z) boson.
This gives hrtreliWþW� ¼ k2

vH � ð2� 10�23cm3=sÞ, hrtreliZZ ¼
k2
vH � ð1� 10�23cm3=sÞ for our stable benchmark point (N = 5,

Y/=0) and hrtreliWþW� ¼ k2
vH � ð3� 10�23cm3=sÞ, hrtreliZZ ¼ k2

vH�
ð1� 10�23cm3=sÞ for the unstable case (N = 5, Y/ = 2). Using the
continuum photon flux bound from the galactic center
�3� 10�26 cm3=s, this bounds kvH[0.03.
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